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Statecraft Initiative. Her Master's thesis at the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, Tufts 

University, was on Managing Global Cyber Health and Security through Risk Reduction. 
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team coordinating Swiss Re's engagement on regulatory risks and developments in EMEA.  

Before joining Swiss Re, Nick worked at Aviva as head of Regulatory Policy Oversight and at 
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and risk conferences such as Society of Information Risk Analysts, Onshore Energy 
Conference, International Association of Engineering Insurers, International Risk 
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the BBC, The Washington Post, The Chicago Tribune, The Register, The Christian Science 
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Secretary General & Head of Research of The Geneva Association from 2013-2015. He was 

Thomas P. Bowles Chair Professor at Georgia State University (2004-2013), Research 

Director at SCOR (1997-2004), and Assistant professor at the University of Waterloo (1994-
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received several international awards. He is the inventor of the "Wang Transform", a widely-
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international symposiums on risk and capital. He delivered a Capitol Hill briefing in 
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Leigh Wolfrom is a policy analyst in the OECD’s Directorate for Financial and Enterprise 
Affairs, focused on undertaking research and policy analysis on the financial management of 
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